Abstract

Recent advances in mobile devices allow us to address many new challenging problems. One of them is automatic text recognition for embedded platform. This paper describes an innovative text detection system in the context of an embedded camera-based application. We propose a method to identify text regions inside an image, to correct orientation problems and to analyze document layout. Text areas are isolated with a texture segmentation approach. Due to mobile conditions, text orientation and perspective must be corrected. First a fuzzy estimation of text orientation is computed quickly. If text is too much distorted, the text perspective is corrected by using a line segmentation method in two steps. Finally the layout of the document is computed in order to deliver the reading order of the document. This language-free system has been developed with special attention to computational performances. The experimental results have proven that the method is effective and realistic.

1. Introduction

One of the most fascinating frontier projects in the field of artificial intelligence is machine understanding of text. Commercial solutions combining a scanner and a computer currently exist and have proved to be efficient. But through the recent developments in the segment of mobile devices like personal digital assistants (PDA) or smartphones a broad range of new applications are emerging. These mature hardware technologies introduce new opportunities to automatically recognize document images taken in mobile conditions with a camera-based system instead of a scanner. These new devices could be helpful for specific user groups such as blind and visually impaired people or tourists in foreign countries. Textual information is everywhere in our daily life and having access to it is essential for them to improve their autonomy and their integration. Our application aims at overcoming these barriers by offering to blind and visually impaired people a mobile access to textual information (signs, books, menus, etc.)
In this paper, we describe the current state of our text detection system, from capture of images to document layout analysis necessary in our framework for the determination of the reading order. For each step, we have either adapted traditional techniques of the text recognition field or developed new ones. This paper is organized as followed: section 2 provides an overview of the text regions detection system and the approach we follow. Considering that this part has already been detailed in a previous publication [1], this work is briefly described. This paper mainly details the methodology to deal with orientation and perspective problems in section 3 and the document layout analysis in section 4. These automatic sub-systems are especially dedicated to mobile camera-based applications. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Text detection system

Traditionally, document images are scanned with a flatbed, sheet-fed or mounted imaging device. However digital cameras have shown their potential as an alternative imaging device. But camera-based images require specific processing. The first step is detection and localization of the text regions. The idea is to locate the text elements without necessarily recognizing them, cut them out of the image, determine the reading order and eventually correct their perspective problems. Our system captures images with a resolution of 1280 * 1000 pixels and a focus fixed at a distance of 30 cm in order to be able to enclose an A4-sized document. Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of our text detection process.

![Image preprocessing](chart)

**Figure 2. Overview of text detection system**

Most of the previous researches about text detection focus on extracting text from video. Techniques applied to images or video key frames can broadly be classified as edge ([2], [3], [4]), color ([5], [6]), or texture based ([7], [8], [9]). Each approach has its advantages/drawbacks concerning accuracy, efficiency and computational requirements.

Our text detection technique is based on a texture segmentation approach. Text regions inside the image are considered as a textured region to isolate. Non-text contents in the image, such as blanks, pictures, graphics and other objects in the image must be considered as regions with different textures. The human vision can quickly identify text regions without having to recognize individual characters because text has textural properties that differentiate it from the rest of a scene.

Before characterization, images require pre-processing operations. Firstly original images are downsampled for the whole text detection process (due to computational restrictions). This reduction of pixels is obligatory mainly to reduce later the execution time of k-means clustering. A contrast adjustment is then operated in order to normalize global lighting conditions.

Our method for text texture characterization is based on Gabor filters which have been used earlier for a variety of texture classification and segmentation tasks [9]. The features are designed to identify text paragraphs. None of them will uniquely identify text regions. Each individual feature will still confuse text with non-text regions but a bank of filters will complement each other and allow identifying text unambiguously. We associate to the bank of filters a partially redundant feature, a local edge density measure based on Sobel filters. This feature improves the accuracy and robustness of this method while reducing false detections.

We use a reduced K-means clustering algorithm to cluster feature vectors. In order to reduce computational time, we apply the standard K-means clustering to a reduced number of pixels and a minimum distance classification is used to categorize all surrounding non-clustered pixels. Empirically, the number of clusters (value of K) was set to three, value that works well with all test images. The cluster whose centre is closest to the origin of feature vector space is labelled as background while the furthest one is labelled as text. This is because of larger answers to high spatial frequency filters in the text areas. Several results of text clustering and text region isolation are shown on figure 3.
3. Orientation and perspective correction

3.1. Overview

At this step of the system, the image will be treated differently according to the estimation of the global orientation of the document. This fairly accurate estimation allows deciding if the perspective correction module must be applied. Indeed, due to computational efficiency, the whole perspective correction is applied only when this estimation of orientation is larger than an absolute tolerance margin. We have noticed in practice an average of 10% of non-horizontal text images taken by blind users. It confirms the need to apply perspective correction only when it is necessary to boost the average execution time. A margin of 5° is tolerated which ensures an efficient line segmentation and OCR without reorientation. This approximate orientation estimation must be computed quickly. Figure 4 schematizes the orientation and perspective correction system.

![Figure 3. (a) Original images (b) Three-classes clustering (c) Text region](image)

![Figure 4. Scheme of perspective correction system](image)

3.2. Approximate document orientation

Our approach is based on the theory of illusory clues [10]. When a document is captured by a camera at an unknown angle, it is of course impossible to establish a priori what is horizontal. However, given the usual layout of western-style writing, the horizontal direction is reflected in the image in the dominant direction of illusory lines. A preprocessing stage binarizes the input text areas computed during the text detection step, turning them into “blobs” representing either single characters or (portion of) words or lines (cf. figure 5). An interesting advantage of this binarization is to analyse only pixels previously...
classified as text and using an independent threshold for each text box. This method allows taking care of local gradient of luminosity in the image such as shadows, etc.

Finally the approximate global orientation is estimated with the orientation of the major axis of the blobs which are the most elongated and then the most representative. This fast estimation of orientation is performed in about 1 second with a classical PDA (CPU Intel XScale 400 MHz, 64 MB Ram). Figure 5 illustrates the fast binarization phase.

Figure 5. Binarization used for fuzzy estimation of document orientation using ‘blobs’ properties

3.3. Coarse and affine lines segmentation

As previously mentioned, the lines segmentation procedure is performed in two levels.

First, a reorientation is operated with the previous fuzzy estimation of text orientation. We can then compute the vertical profile of binarized text zones and operate a first coarse segmentation (cf. image (b) of figure 7) with the detection of gaps in the vertical profile.

This first lines segmentation is not accurate enough in all cases, especially when text suffers from a perspective problem. It is why a second local method is used to segment line after line. For each line previously detected with the vertical profile, a diffusion cone starts on the first blob detected. The line detection evolves incorporating the first blobs detected into the cone. When a new blob is added into the line, the properties of the diffusion cone (orientation and aperture) are adapted with the position, the size and the orientation of the last incorporated blob. This local segmentation method enables taking into account text lines with perspective problems. The algorithm is illustrated in figure 6 and in image (c) of figure 7. Figure 6 shows the diffusion of the cone across one line.

![Figure 6. Affine lines segmentation](image)

The orientation and perspective correction sub-system performs well in about 80% of cases of images with perspective problems.

3.4. Vanishing point determination and perspective transform

In non-horizontal images the text lines converge in a point called the horizontal vanishing point. We use a fast approximation method to estimate its position. We can then resolve partially the perspective transform. The mathematical development is detailed in [11]. The result is illustrated in image (d) of figure 7.

![Figure 7. Perspective transformation](image)
Figure 7. Main steps of perspective correction

Even without the determination of the vertical vanishing point, this method performs satisfying results in about 80% of non-horizontal document images but the entire algorithm requires an execution time of about 5 seconds with a classical PDA.

4. Document layout analysis

A document image contains important information in the geometric arrangement of the text zones on the page – the page layout. The layout of a document is the result of the application of complex, interactive rules about where to place text on the page. But almost all layouts tend to be composed of a number of recurring primitives, text lines, paragraphs and columns. We call the extraction of these primitives physical document layout analysis. The extraction of higher-level properties of a document like titles or authors is referred as logical document layout analysis [12].

In our framework we try to extract the physical layout analysis of the unknown document. The layout analysis is performed to organise text boxes for a logical reading order. Layout analysis provides in this manner a reading position to every text box. They are later processed independently by the the OCR system. We make assumptions of occidental writing systems. Text is read from top to bottom and from left to right. Another assumption consists in the major presence of document images composed of traditional class of layouts like Manhattan textual layouts which are fully described in [13]. Briefly the document page must be composed mainly of blocks of text lines and symbols and lines must share a common orientation.

Our document analysis sub-system is designed with special care to computational performances. It is why the algorithm uses previously computed information (results of text detection module). Text detection areas (binary images) will be transformed in text boxes and labelled in order.

Firstly an iterative procedure of columns and paragraphs separation is applied based on the morphological profiles of every binary text box. The separation can be achieved precisely with the detection of gaps in the vertical and the horizontal text class profiles of each textbox. These gaps correspond to undesirable ‘bridges’ which link columns and paragraphs together (cf. blue circles in image (b) of figure 8). This type of analysis allows fast computational performances due to the use of one-dimensional signals and binary sub-images.

Figure 8. (a) Original image (b) Illustration of text regions to separate (c) Results after iterative columns & paragraphs separation (d) Illustration of detection of columns

Now that paragraphs and columns are separated, we can detect the columns (cf. image (d) of figure 8). The method to identify two or more columns takes into account the ratios of vertical overlay between textboxes (to detect horizontal alignment) and their relative distance. Finally the reading order is decided.
between the boxes from top to bottom taking into account detected columns. This method of layout analysis is performed on a PDA in about one second. One final result is shown on figure 9. The layout analysis sub-system has separated and given a reading order to four text boxes.

Figure 9. Layout analysis result

In our images database, the layout analysis sub-system has an estimated efficiency of about 90%.

5. Conclusion

This paper has described a text detection and document analysis system in the context of a camera-based text recognition application. The method has been designed in the context of providing mobile access to textual information for blind and visually impaired people.

The initial work has focused on an adapted technique for the separation of a document image into regions of text. The text detection method based on texture segmentation has been tested with a variety of printed documents from different sources. Performances are acceptable although misclassifications occur occasionally. These misclassifications errors are often detected later during the optical character recognition step and then rejected.

The main contribution of this work consists in a new efficient approach to perform page deskewing and document analysis. The system performs orientation and perspective correction only when required after a first fast fuzzy estimation of text orientation. Results of this algorithm are promising but a reduction of its computational complexity need to be realised when the whole process of page deskewing is operated. Our document analysis system aims at extracting the physical layout of the document and deciding the logical reading order. Its results and computational performances are satisfactory.

The algorithms have been designed using a realistic images database (pictures were taken by blind users). Due to this methodology, further improvements would consist in the adaptation of this system to reference images databases (ICDAR images databases for example) in order to compare it performances to other techniques and obtain more quantitative results.
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